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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
What a fantastic year we have had in 2016. Here is how I saw it!
Mary Poppins was everything we dreamed it could be, and we
should all be tremendously proud of the efforts on this, as it was a
magnificent production. With the technical requirements of making
Mary fly and the magic requirements of this show, we knew that this
was going to be an expensive production to stage. We knew we
would get good audiences, but I am not sure we expected to be
turning people away! A production team of the highest quality,
headed up by Debbie Fraser as Director (a blast from the past) and
newcomer Mark Witham as Musical Director, did an amazing job,
with the support of Kat Armati as Choreographer and Gareth Grainger as Choral Director (and leading man). The broad technical expertise required on this production was delivered, beyond our expectations, by our amazing design team of Melanie Buckingham on
Costume Design, Scott Snowden on Lighting Design, Set Design by
Nathan Weyers and magic props by Justin Trulof . This production
was further supplemented with the addition of Vicki Rowe
assisting the Director, Paula Robinson as Stage Manager and Damian Muller as the Stage Director.
We learnt a great deal on this production with the contracting of Theatre Safe Australia to not only make
Mary (Emily Jacker) fly but deliver the greatest visual effect on the Her Maj stage to date, with Bert (Laurence
Heenan) walking upside down across the stage. I watched it every night and was still blown away by it on the
final performance. We also embarked on a co-set build when Nathan Weyers agreed to create a set design
that would suit both the Geelong and Ballarat Stages. While this theoretically halved the build, it did mean that
the set needed to be built well ahead of time (with Geelong staging their production in January) and our portion
of the set had to be trucked to Geelong, bumped in, bumped out, trucked back with their portion (two trucks),
modified (fixed) trucked to the theatre for our bump in, and it wasn’t a small set! While it was something that we
had to try, I am not sure it was worth it as it did not significantly reduce the effort or reduce the costs. The best
part of the shared set was that we learnt from the issues that they encountered.
Many thanks must go to Claire Thorpe and Andrea Jordan, who were once again a fantastic team as
Production Managers for ‘Mary Poppins’. Lyle and Jim need to be congratulated for the huge task of bringing
Nathan’s set to life and working with their counterparts at Footlight Productions in Geelong. And of course we
need to thank and congratulate the very talented cast on this production. We also thank the management and
staff of Her Majesty’s Theatre that truly embrace the BLOC family while we are in their domain.
As the result of another very successful BLOC planning session in March this year, it was decided that
while BLOC is still committed to Junior Production’s it is becoming increasingly difficult to source adequate production staff (Production Manager in particular) for these shows. As we worked through the criteria of what the
important factors of the Junior shows and considered our Mission Statement, we decided that we could achieve
most of our objectives and attract new members and friends through the staging of a Boutique or Intermediate
Show with the budget and dates usually associated to our junior show. Thus we decided to stage the relatively
unknown production of ‘The Drowsy Chaperone’ in early November 2016.
As far as experiments go, ‘The Drowsy Chaperone’ would have to be the funniest experiment in BLOC’s
history. It was such a pleasure to have not known much at all about this production, before I saw it on opening
night, and to be transformed to another point in history via a very unconventional and hilarious musical production. The amazing Carly Macdonald (our Carly) did a sensational job of directing and creating this fabulous
production, despite the personal challenges she faced during this time. Carly worked fantastically with her very
talented, but relatively inexperienced, production team of Maxine Montgomery (welcome back to BLOC!) Daniel
Lamech (I didn’t even know he could dance) and Reuben Morgan (far too young to be that talented!).
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BLOC is very proud of our ability to create opportunities for technical
people to gain real experience, and ‘The Drowsy Chaperone’ was a perfect
example of how successful this can be. From the amazing set design by
Tim Gay (with significant input from his wife Liz), the very confident and
thorough Stage Management by Siobhan Heenan, fabulous costume design
and construction from Lee Appleby and the excellent job done by Olivia
Sellers and Andrea Thorpe sourcing the huge amount of props used in the
show. However this is only possible through the amazing people that make
BLOC Music Theatre the success that it is, though the mentoring, training
and assistance they give to our volunteers. We are indebted to Matthew
Heenan (in so many ways) Scott Snowden, Hayley Beacham, Jordan Sullivan, Andrea Jordan, Carmel Flynn,
Claire Thorpe and Lyle Quick, for the unselfish way in which they are prepared to impart their skills and
experience on to others for the ongoing success of this company. While congratulations is due to all involved
with this production, I would particularly like to thank and congratulate Kylie Macdonald on the fantastic job
she did as a first time Production Manager on this show, she is to be commended for her efforts.
The BLOC Wardrobe business continues to be a very busy and profitable arm of our organisation and
we are exceedingly pleased with the way that the business is being managed by Andrea Jordan, having now
spent 2 years in the role of Wardrobe Coordinator. Costume Hire continues to be a very active and exciting
place to visit and with the implementation of a business plan in the coming financial year, we expect great
things in the future.
While there has not been a BLOC annual report in the last 30 years that didn’t thank Gwen and Lyle
Quick for everything that they do for BLOC Music Theatre, I think that it is very likely that we often just glaze
over it. The continuous great work that these two do for BLOC Music Theatre is nothing short of incredible.
Their dedication and loyalty to BLOC is a big part of the success of this company and we are forever indebted
to them. Thank-you again Gwen and Lyle, I look forward to thanking you again in the years to come.
BLOC continues to stay in touch with our audiences and friends through the social media skills of Carly
Macdonald and we were very pleased to announce the launch of our new website to coincide with the
auditions of Wicked last month, thanks to the multi-talented Jordan Sullivan. He has made a massive contribution to BLOC in the short time he has been with us and has also done an incredible job as Treasurer this year
with his in depth analysis of our finances and the introduction of checks and balances that will ensure our
equity into the future.
I would very much like to thank our Patron, Bruce Roberts for his continued support of BLOC Music
Theatre, our very generous Sponsors in 2016, 3BA/PowerFM, McDonalds, Federation Uni, our partners
VicWest Telco, Mulcahy and Co, Radmac Office Choice, and the life blood of BLOC Music theatre, our
magnificent volunteers.
Importantly I would like to recognise and thank all the members of committee, and our administrator, for
their support, commitment and contributions to BLOC over the past 12 months. I would particularly, like to
thank Paula Robinson and Brenda Ludbrook for their contribution to the Committee, as they have decided not
to renominate for Committee at this meeting. I am absolutely sure that this is not goodbye for either of these
valued members of the BLOC family, as I am sure that they will continue to contribute to our productions for
years to come, and we would welcome their renomination in the future.
I’m excited about what 2017 has in store, and look forward to working with you all to make it another fun
filled successful year with our new and old friends.

Jason Muller
President
BLOC Music Theatre
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CAST
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Horace Tang
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Aaron Bonell-Huy
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REPORT
After being Co-Production Managers for several BLOC productions Andrea and Claire
were very privileged to have been a part of the wonderful production of “Mary Poppins”
We were very pleased to have Debbie Fraser as Director, return to BLOC after many
years. Debbie’s talent for Directing showed in the successful production which was a delight
for all involved. Vicki Rowe was invaluable as Assistant Director.
Mark Witham was welcomed to BLOC for the first time as Musical Director and together with a great Orchestra, produced some beautiful harmonious music.
Gareth Grainger successfully combined the role of Choral Director together with a lead
role as Mr Banks.
We also thank Jane Nice who was the Rehearsal pianist, and the
very talented Orchestra who produced the wonderful music.
Kat Armati produced some great Choreography with the Chimney
Sweeps being a highlight.
Nathan Weyers really excelled himself once again designing a
wonderful functional Set The set wowed all who came to see “Mary Poppins” and to this we
truly thank Jim, Lyle and the team who worked so hard to realize Nathan’s vision.
We also had an amazing highlight of the production where we were able to “Fly” Mary and
Bert. This was a wonderful crowd pleaser and a great achievement for the company. We
thank Stuart Johnson and Theatre Safe Australia for helping us achieve this without any
problems. We do thank Emily Jacker and Laurence Heenan for the hours of training they put
in to training for flying.
Scott Snowden and Mystic Entertainmentz brought the Set to life with the wonderful
lighting effects
Overseeing all these people in the rehearsal period and the theatre was our very capable Stage Director, Damian Muller who, did an amazing job keeping the show running
smoothly. We also thank Paula Robinson who acted as rehearsal Stage Manager.
No show would be complete without costumes, this year we had Melanie Buckingham
who has done a great job designing the lovely costumes. Making these costumes come to life
was achieved by the wardrobe Co-ordinator, Andrea Jordan and, Lynne Muller was again
invaluable. There were also many other helpers that were busy sewing.
Of course, the performance would not go on without the very talented, dedicated cast
who gave so many hours to rehearse and produce a Supercalisfragilisticexpialidocious performance. Making these people on stage look beautiful, was Cathy Heenan and her group of
helpers who never failed to provide great makeup.
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Keeping all these people in control was Andrea Jordan and
Claire Thorpe who as Production Managers, found it to be very rewarding to be a part of the wonderful production.
These were the very important people who were part of the
Production Crew but, they would not be able to achieve the level of
excellence without the help of so many people behind the scenes including Backstage Crew, Fly Crew, Dressers, Props Crew, Hairdressers, Radio Mic Techs, Front of House ushers, Stage door security, Gala Coordinator, Program Designer and Program Artwork, and
our Major Show Sponsors McDonald’s Ballarat, and 3BA Power
FM as the Company Sponsor.
This year we delegated the role of publicity to Carly Macdonald who did an outstanding job from the front page of the Courier to cyber babble at new
heights. Thanks Carly.
There were so many people involved in “Mary Poppins” and each person was equally
invaluable in their contribution both on and off stage.
BLOC Music Theatre Committee, thank everyone involved, and, wish all the people
who have been nominated for a Music Theatre Guild Award the best of luck. You should all
be very proud of your achievements.
Claire Thorpe & Andrea Jordan
Co-Production Managers
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Costume HIRE Report
BLOC Costume Hire has had many ‘WINS” during this past year. Many people have ‘discovered’
us proclaiming as they leave ‘we know where to come next time’. Although this puts us in a good place
emotionally it does highlight the need to create and maintain a new positive/aggressive marketing
strategy.
2017 will involve a determined push to inform and establish BLOC Costume Hire as the premium
product in local costume hire.
Manned with our new website, 2017 will see a presence of the Costume Hire Directory, enabling
institutions state wide to connect and source value added articles to complete their BLOC ‘showlot’ hire.
Eg. Beauty and the Beast - magical creatures. Establishing us as the ‘go to” site for amateur theatre.
To troubleshoot the problems of 2016 there is a need to implement certain changes in the ‘showlot’ hire.
In 2017 we will introduce a contract to be signed before the costumes leave the premises. In this way the
client will need to consider the payment structure that best applies to them. There will be a fee inclusion
for washing and IRONING. The client can choose to do either or both and avoid this fee. There will be
locked in dates for the hire and return of goods otherwise additional fees will apply. The formalization of
the hire structure will not affect the behaviour of the long standing ‘good’ clients but will certainly set in
concrete conditions of hire for those attempting to manipulate the system.
A deposit for costume is still desired and is forecast to come into play over the next few months.
We had a huge clean up midyear and we thank everyone who contributed. In the lead up to this event
many 12 hour days were spent going through decades of donations, including parts and show lots that are
no longer desirable to current hirers. Prior to this day I recruited a young lady, Louise Ali who is vintage
and OP Shop savvy. Our combined efforts gave us a base from which to cull present stock whilst turning
recycled articles into revenue and NOT landfill. September became a month to sample interest in Bloc’s
‘wracked with Vintage’ range (and to move warmer clothing before the season finished). The interest
shown and encouragement given by the public, proves that with proper ‘event launch’ promotion this
arm can become an attractive addition to the business lifting BLOC Music Theatre’s profile and esteem
within the community.
The people that makeup the support structure of BLOC Costume Hire assist to make Gwen and my
job a delight and a privilege. Lynne Muller… making, repairing and ‘popping in” is an ongoing joy.
Claire Thorpe’s back-up sewing, sequinning, care, cups of tea and friendship proves to be the rock we all
know we can rely on. Gail Border is a wonderful person that we can call on to work on the frontline,
attending to individuals and families on a ‘one to one’ basis and this year we have another capable,
amicable and thoroughly delightful addition to this backup team in the lovely Lee Appleby. This
amazing lady has come on board with her enthusiasm, friendship, talent, creative flair and energy to
make us wonder how we managed without her!?
Thanks for another productive year to our evil ‘returns agent’ Carmel Flynn and may in 2017 our
‘visits’ to reclaim unreturned articles become a thing of the past!!!
Thanks to Jim for his ongoing contribution to the infrastructure of costume hire and the construction of the fabric shelves and trolley that will make accessing our extensive fabric resources less arduous.
Many thanks to Lyle for his maintenance of the lawns and broken articles that we only have to give to
Gwen and when returned, the problem is solved.

Andrea Jordan,
Costume Supervisor,

BLOC COSTUME HIRE
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TREASURER’S REPORT
It’s been another great year for BLOC, as the company continues to go from strength to strength.
BLOC continued this year to maintain its history as being a strong financially stable community theatre
company through sound financial planning and management.
BLOC continues to produce professional quality shows while ensuring our ticket prices remain low to
enable everyone within community to enjoy top quality theatre at great prices.
While remaining conservative in budgeting for productions, significant care and consideration has
been taken in relation to the specific requirements of each production.
With that being said, Mary Poppins was the most financially expensive show staged in the history of
BLOC. While this provided no shortage of sleepless nights on my part, I’m sure you’ll all agree that the
additional investment in Mary Poppins provided significant value for money in the overall quality and
“magic” the show produced. Having also had the privilege of watching every show (from behind the lighting
desk), I like the other members of the committee and company thoroughly enjoyed hearing the gasp,
excitement and awe of the children in the audience who experienced the magic of Mary Poppins and in many
cases, their first live musical theatre experience.
With such a significant investment, expenditure was carefully tracked and monitored by myself and
the committee through a number of financial controls put in place. Total expenditure was just over $250,000
for Mary Poppins. That investment was returned to BLOC through excellent audiences and resulted in income over $318,000 comprised of sponsorship, tickets sales, programmes and production fees.
The profits from Mary Poppins has enabled BLOC to increase our long term investments, along with a
series of improvements and planned improvements for our buildings and equipment. BLOC increased our
Term Deposits by $42,000 over our 2015 totals, taking the total balance of our terms deposit over $200,000
to continue a strong foundation for BLOC for the future of the company.
Enhancements to BLOC hall including a new sound system and replacement of our primary rehearsal
keyboard adds to our asset base and will serve BLOC well into the future, along with providing additional
value to our regular hirers of the Hall.
We saw an increase this year in the number of people seeking to hire the hall and resulted in an income of $8763.00, an increase of 25% from the previous year.
While costume hire is showing a slightly lower income for the past financial year, its performance remains strong and our primary source of “non-production” related income. The lower income amount is due
to a small delay in a couple of larger invoices being issued till after the end of the financial year while agreement on the final figures were being negotiated through our costume hire manager. These invoice amounts
will now form part of and be reflected in next year’s financial statements.
This past year we implemented a new approach to expense reimbursements, utilising technology to
simplify the submission and approvals process. This in conjunction with our new accounting software Xero
has improved our ability to reimburse people quickly for expenses incurred. This year we have also undertaken a re-valuation of our assets and as detailed, BLOC continues to have a strong asset base of $1,489,663
on which to support BLOC moving forward.
Net profit for BLOC for the financial year was $56,787 which as per above, allows us to continue upgrade works on buildings, investment in new equipment and places us well to support both Wicked and the
2017 junior show.
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I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge all the work Shauna Shaw our Company Administrator
does. Shauna’s dedication to BLOC, along with her commitment to providing accurate, timely reports along
with sound advice to myself and the committee, ensures BLOCs financial and administrative functions run
smoothly throughout the year.

Jordan Sullivan
Treasurer

BLOC Music Theatre is a proud sponsor and supporter
Of the Ballarat Arts Foundation Inc.
And has a Memorandum of Understanding with
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BLOC MUSIC THEATRE INC.
A.B.N.32 151 711 408

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
30 SEPTEMBER 2016
Bankers

Bank Australia

Accountants

Mulcahy & Co

Auditors

Prowse, Perrin & Twomey
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Director : Carly Macdonald
Assistant Director/Choral Director : Maxine Montgomery
Choreographer : Daniel Lamech
Musical Director/Assistant to the Choral Director : Reuben Morgan
Costume Design : Lee Appleby
Set Design : Tim Gay
Props Co-Ordinators : Olivia Sellers & Andrea Thorpe
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‘Nothing Drowsy about it’. Now that’s an understatement. The Drowsy Chaperone is an hilarious
‘meta-musical’ full of mistaken identities, spit-takes, a
Latin Lothario, a roller-skating, tap dancing groom, a
‘Drowsy’ (tipsy) upstaging Chaperone and lots more!
Topped off with the Man in Chair narrating the records.
He also talks about little snippets of his own life.
The BLOC Music Theatre Committee this year decided to try something a little different, by staging an intermediate production instead of their usual junior production. The Drowsy Chaperone, a little
known musical, quickly +illed our hearts. Initially we were worried as the show wasn’t very well known;
we didn’t know whether we would get the cast we needed to make this show a success. With the
amount of talented actors that came to auditions, the production team then had the dif+icult task of +illing the roles, which they did beautifully and ended up with a cast of 20 incredibly talented actors the
youngest being 15, who created an absolutely brilliant show. With relatively new-to-the-role Production Team members it was a chance for them to learn some new skills and work with new people.
Our wonderful Director - Carly Macdonald, worked tirelessly with the cast on the character development, as some of the cast needed to play an actor, playing a character and with Carly’s direction
and guidance were able to do so effortlessly. For more than 8 years Carly worked with an amazing mentor, Peter Tulloch. Carly used many of the tips and tricks she learnt from Peter to create an amazing
show. We are very proud of you Carly as we are sure Peter is as well. Applause, Applause, Applause!
Carly had a great assistant in Maxine Montgomery, who has only recently returned to Ballarat.
But just in time to be our Choral Director and Assistant Director. Bringing with her a wealth of
knowledge and her amazing voice to this cast of 20, Max did an incredible job, teaching the cast ways to
warm up and cool down properly and learning the songs quickly and ef+iciently.
The role of Choreographer was taken on by Daniel Lamech - Daniel did a terri+ic job in teaching
the cast and was able to adapt and modify his choreography so that both dancers and non-dancers were
able to enjoy dancing together and in time. We must also mention and thank Luke Rice who choreographed the tap routines for us. Both Daniel and Luke have done a great job and we thank them.
In the role of MD for the +irst time with BLOC was Reuben Morgan - Reuben has done an outstanding job of getting an orchestra together, which was made up of mostly students, as well as some
more experienced players to balance out the skills and knowledge. Reuben also assisted Max, by taking
some of the warm ups for the cast. You have all done an amazing job.
Lee Appleby a relatively new comer to BLOC did all our costume designs and has done an absolutely incredible job. She started her drawings way back in June, before we had even cast the show. She
was very keen and eager to get started and we want to make sure she doesn’t leave us anytime soon.
The costumes looked beautiful, +itting the era and looking great on all the cast. Lee employed an amazing team of helpers to help sew, glue, cut and bead/sequin the costumes.
No stranger to BLOC is the lovely Siobhan Heenan in a new role, as Stage Manager. Siobhan was
assisted by Laurence Heenan as ASM and her stage crew. She has done an amazing job pulling the show
together and ensuring it ran smoothly every night. Siobhan has been a great asset to the team and we
were lucky to have her. Tim Gay, a stalwart of BLOC created our amazing set. We often joked that he
took on the role so he could just bring the contents of his house to the theatre… That is exactly what he
did and we are glad that he did it as the set +it perfectly to ‘the man’s’ apartment. First time Props CoOrdinators Liv Sellers and Andrea Thorpe have done a great job in collecting and making all the props
needed for the show. Liz Gay a member of the team also stepped in and made the gorgeous little petit
fours we needed. In charge of the make-up team was Amelia Collier. We thank Amelia and her team for
the fabulous job with the make-up and quick make-up changes during the show. Vanessa Stephenson
took on the role of Hair Design with help from Celeste Burns and the team at Unistyle Hair and Beauty.
They all did a fabulous job with the hairdressing and wigs.
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Once again we had Mystic and the team on board for our lighting, Scott Snowden doing our
lighting design and Annie Sienesi operating. We greatly appreciate everything that Matthew Heenan
did for us in +inding Linda and Zac to run our sound and to SLC for providing some of the equipment.
Hayley Beacham wore a couple of hats in this show, one being our Sound Designer and we applaud her
for the amazing work she did throughout the show.
We were very lucky to have Federation University as our Major Show Sponsor for the show this
year. They have been very professional to work with and always responded quickly to any queries or
requests we may have had. Thank you to Nigel Watene and Sally Forsyth for being on the other end of
many emails. Thank you also to 3BA/Power FM for the great advertising. In the spirit of trying new
things we decided to advertise with Theatre People, thank you to Michelle Ham from Theatre People
for a glowing review. We also did a lot of advertising through Facebook as this seemed to be the best
way to engage with the community.
Having such a small cast we decided that we should do some fundraising to raise some extra
money for the show that we would normally get from production fees from a larger cast. Throughout
the rehearsal period we sold over 100 boxes of Cadbury chocolates. We also held an Open Mic Night at
the hall, where some cast sang songs from the show which gave the community a sneak peak of what
to look forward to if they came to the show. The night was a great success and as people were leaving
they asked if there was going to be another one.
Thank you to the committee and to all of the BLOC community. It was great to see so many people come and help in production week and to all our lovely volunteers who helped in all departments,
your commitment and dedication to BLOC is truly appreciated!
Congratulations to both cast and crew on an amazingly funny show. You are all incredibly talented and we wish you all the best for the future.
Finally thank you to Carmel Flynn for being my mentor and assisting me whenever I needed. It
was great to know you were always on the other end of the phone/emails when I had questions, queries or concerns about anything. I now have a new appreciation for Production Managers!

Kylie Macdonald
Production Manager
The Drowsy Chaperone
2016
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COMPANY SPONSOR
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COMPANY PARTNERS

Annual Report
And Show
Photography
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